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david ebershoff is the author of the novels the 19th wife pasadena and the danish girl and a short story
collection the rose city his fiction has won a number of awards including the rosenthal first thursday book
club discussion questions the 19 th wife - first thursday book club discussion questions the 19 th wife by
david ebershoff april 5, 2012, 2pm. sharon heydet hosts. elizabeth scovel leads the discussion 1. the first part
of the novel, “two wives,” contains prefaces to two very different books. what did you think when you started
reading the 19th wife? which story interested you the ... sexuality, class and role in 19th-century
america - influenced by the work and suggestions of my wife, carroll smith-rosenbeig, who has shared
research and ideas at every stage in the gestation of this paper. the following pages will em- phasize male
attitudes and problems; she is completing a parallel essay on female sexuality in 19th century america.
marital exits and marital expectations in nineteenth ... - marital exits and marital expectations in
nineteenth century america hendrik hartog* this lecture sketches a bit of the legal normative universe within
which antebellum american women and men lived their lives as wives and hus-bands. i focus here on the
nineteenth-century judicial treatment of two fa- guidelines for writing 19th century letters - txcwcivilian
- guidelines for writing 19th century letters . letters are written on small, folded pieces of plain white, blue, or
blue-lined paper. paper sizes can be foolscap or smaller. faithless wives and lazy husbands: gender
norms in ... - faithless wives and lazy husbands: gender norms in nineteenth century divorce law naomi cahn*
introduction for six days in november of 1860, judge lott of the brooklyn supreme court heard the divorce case
brought by alfred beardsley against mary elizabeth beardsley.1 mr. beardsley claimed nineteenthcentupj·,fal;l)lil;~';portraits looking into ho ... - the household and.his wife was his property. but his
presence at home tended to be limited. most fathers worked from early morning until late into the evening, six
days a week. mother: inthe father'sabsence, it fell to the mother to guide and discipline children, as well as
give them attention and physical care. but in this world split 19th century girls’ literature: stories of
empowerment or ... - 19th century girls' literature: stories of empowerment or limitation? anna szabo, b.a.
mentor: michael collins, ph.d. abstract domestic fiction is a genre of novels that were for girls and young
women in the 19th century and revealed the dominant culture in america under which they were written.
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